Although built as a monument to the Union veterans of the Civil War, the Memorial Building also was designed to provide spacious, comfortable new facilities for the Kansas State Historical Society. An additional benefit from the perspective of state lawmakers and other officials was that moving the Society out of the statehouse would free up precious space in the recently completed but already cramped state capitol. Yes, a demand for more state office space, similar to the one heard again in the late 1980s, contributed to this initial move across the street after four decades in various statehouse locations.

The task of removing “over 440,000 objects and effects of the State Historical Society from the fourth floor of the statehouse down one elevator and up another two or three stories, one block off,” loomed “like a huge mountain” before Secretary William E. Connelley and his small staff in May 1914. But the job was accomplished, and as this special issue of Kansas History illustrates, the history of the Kansas State Historical Society and the Memorial Building were inextricably linked for the next eighty-one years. The second Historical Society move, an immensely larger “mountain,” was surmounted by a greatly expanded staff and a local moving company during the summer of 1995. Will this be the last change of location, or will another move be called for late in the twenty-first century? Or in the twenty-second? Time alone will tell.
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